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RATIONALE: Determining the chemical constituents of natural organic matter (NOM) by Fourier Transform Ion
Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FTICRMS) remains the ultimate measure for probing its source material,
evolution, and transport; however, lability and the fate of organic matter (OM) in the environment remain controversial.
FTICRMS-derived elemental compositions are presented in this study to validate a new interpretative method to
determine the extent of NOM lability from various environments.
METHODS: FTICRMS data collected over the last decade from the same 9.4 tesla instrument using negative electrospray
ionization at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory in Tallahassee, Florida, was used to validate the application of
a NOM lability index. Solid-phase extraction cartridges were used to isolate the NOM prior to FTICRMS; mass spectral
peaks were calibrated internally by commonly identiﬁed NOM homologous series, and molecular formulae were
determined for NOM composition and lability analysis.
RESULTS: A molecular lability boundary (MLB) was developed from the FTICRMS molecular data, visualized from van
Krevelen diagrams, dividing the data into more and less labile constituents. NOM constituents above the MLB at H/C
≥1.5 correspond to more labile material, whereas NOM constituents below the MLB, H/C <1.5, exhibit less labile, more
recalcitrant character. Of all marine, freshwater, and glacial environments considered for this study, glacial ecosystems
were calculated to contain the most labile OM.
CONCLUSIONS: The MLB extends our interpretation of FTICRMS NOM molecular data to include a metric of lability,
and generally ranked the OM environments from most to least labile as glacial > marine > freshwater. Applying the
MLB is useful not only for individual NOM FTICRMS studies, but also provides a lability threshold to compare and
contrast molecular data with other FTICRMS instruments that survey NOM from around the world. © 2015 The Authors.
Rapid Communications in Mass Spectrometry published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Natural organic matter (NOM) is a signiﬁcant component of
marine, freshwater, and glacial ecosystems, affecting
multiple biogeochemical processes in the environment.[1–7]
The combination of allochthonous and autochthonous inputs
in aquatic ecosystems contribute greatly to the chemical
complexity of organic matter (OM), including an assortment
of biochemically identiﬁable compound classes.[8,9]
Microorganisms utilize and produce autochthonous OM
during microbial metabolism, a relationship that links the
microbes to the quality and quantity of OM.[10] OM quality
is determined by the mixture of different types of chemical
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species, including labile and recalcitrant compounds.
Therefore, the OM quality/chemical character is important
to investigate, as it plays a role in microbial metabolism
and carbon turnover rates. Within ecosystems, OM is
introduced and/or produced, transformed, stored, and
transported to downstream ecosystems; yet its origin,
chemical characteristics, and overall contribution to the
global carbon cycle are not well deﬁned.
Determining the molecular composition and fate of OM in
aquatic environments is essential to better understand the global
carbon cycle.[10–12] Until recently, the ability to identify OM
components, sources, and chemical processes was very limited.
However, determining the chemical constituents of OM at the
molecular level remains the ultimate measure for probing OM
source material, evolution, and transport, and is used to trace
lipid-, protein-, amino sugar-, cellulose-, lignin-, and black
carbon-like character, along with potential structural
information such as aliphatic and phenolic moieties.[13–15]
NOM from marine, freshwater, and glacial ecosystems is
comprised of chemical constituents that are polyfunctional,
heterogeneous, polyelectrolytic, vary in molecular weights, and
is present at high and low concentrations. High magnetic ﬁeld
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(>7 tesla) ultrahigh-resolution Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron
Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FTICRMS)[16] is currently the
only mass spectrometry technique capable of achieving
the resolution and accuracy required to directly determine
molecular formulae of NOM constituents. High ﬁeld
strength and ﬁeld homogeneity are the keys to produce
both ultrahigh mass resolving power (m/Δm50%
>500,000, in which Δm50% is the mass spectral peak full
width at half-maximum peak height) and mass accuracy
(rms error <1.0 ppm) for compositionally complex NOM.
Within the last two decades, great strides have been made
with FTICRMS in chemically characterizing NOM samples
from environments worldwide that were never before
probed at the molecular level. FTICRMS advances mainly
affect which molecular species are observed, not the mass
accuracy on which the elemental composition assignments
are based. Conﬁrming speciﬁc naturally occurring isotopic
mass spacing patterns for complex NOM elemental
compositions, such as CcHhNnOoSs, thus extended our
analytical understanding of NOM beyond just CcHhOo
components.
Because NOM constituents represent various chemical
classes, it has been, and continues to be, effective to visualize
and interpret FTICRMS molecular data with van Krevelen
diagrams, namely, plots of atomic H/C versus O/C
ratios.[9] NOM typically exhibits hydrogen saturation and
oxygenation as 0 < H/C <2.5 and 0 < O/C <1.2. In a van
Krevelen plot, NOM species typically cluster into regions
corresponding to compound classes and aromatic nature in
various references.[9,10,13,17–19] Extending those observations
further, Kim et al.[9] also proposed identiﬁcation of possible
chemical reaction pathways visualized from a van
Krevelen diagram, for particular ranges of H/C and O/C
ratios. That information can then be used to determine
OM sources, evolution, microbial inﬂuence, degree of
hydrogen, carbon, and oxygen saturation, and potential
structural families to assess the role of organic carbon in
an environment. Taken together, a great deal of
information of NOM characterization by FTICRMS has
been gained by graphical interpretation of van Krevelen
diagrams and continues to evolve today.[15]
Recent ultrahigh-resolution FTICRMS studies of microbially
derived NOM reinforce the value of van Krevelen diagrams as
a reﬂection of the chemical character of the NOM that is similar
to the labeled class regions.[18] For example, microbially derived,
bioavailable fractions, therefore classiﬁed as more labile
NOM, have been linked to high H/C and low O/C ratios
in the lipid-, protein-, and amino sugar-like regions of the
van Krevelen digram.[18,20–23] NOM constituents grouped
in such regions also contain a high percentage of
heteroatoms: CcHhNnOoSs species that function as electron
donors for microbial metabolism and/or are metabolic
intermediates and products.
It should be noted that OM from Pony Lake, Antarctica,
contains no higher plant (lignin), allochthonous inputs and
is therefore completely microbially derived. Nevertheless,
OM produced in microbial metabolism at Pony Lake exhibits
compositional classes similar to those from terrestrially
derived lignin-like material, as seen from the van Krevelen
diagram, and thus shares the chemical reactivity in that
region in common with Suwannee River fulvic acid.[18]
The difference between autochthonous, microbially
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derived OM and allochthonous freshwater, terrestrially
derived and more recalcitrant OM, was addressed in that
work, touching on the concept of more versus less labile
OM nature from each source. The question then remains;
can we use FTICRMS-derived elemental compositions to
determine the extent of labile versus recalcitrant nature
of NOM in marine, freshwater, and glacial environments?
Determining the fate of more and less labile OM in the
environment remains a chemical and biological
controversy; however, in this study, we address this
continuing dialogue and aim to identify chemical
molecular information to deﬁne NOM labile nature that
can be used to provide insight into physical, chemical,
and biological processing in the environment. Battin
et al.[12] deﬁne labile NOM constituents as bioavailable
carbon that is utilized in heterotrophic activity. Therefore,
environmental processing of labile NOM contributes to
the global carbon cycle; production and release of OM
can increase CO2 concentration in the atmosphere.[12]
Direct measurements on the labile nature of NOM in
marine, freshwater, and glacial environments is achieved
by studying in situ microbial processing of NOM
constituents over time, which can be labor intensive and
costly. As multiple complementary techniques are
commonly employed to extensively characterize various
NOM fractions in different ecosystems with or without in
situ experimentation, the present objective is to focus
solely on a new interpretation of molecular data generated
by ultrahigh-resolution FTICRMS to extend our current
understanding of the labile nature of NOM in various
environments, when other biological information is not
available. A single ultrahigh-resolution FTICR mass
spectrum of NOM could serve as a surrogate for timeconsuming bioavailability studies; biological assays on
NOM bioavailability based on respiration or other
processing by bacteria can extend to multiple weeks and
months.[6]
Here, we introduce a speciﬁc molecular lability index
by use of many ultrahigh-resolution FTICRMS datasets,
both new and previously published, to incorporate this
novel analysis based on the chemical composition of
NOM samples to distinguish between more and less
labile molecular constituents. The degree of lability
would therefore link to more or less bioavailable species
of OM detectable by FTICRMS, the microbial biological
processing of carbon within ecosystems, and could also
be used to compare across ecosystems. The proposed
molecular lability boundary (MLB) divides the data into
two groups encompassing more or less labile material,
derived from calculated hydrogen saturation molecular
values that group together within three different
chemical regions (lipid-, protein-, and amino sugar-like)
in van Krevelen diagrams, previously classiﬁed with
stronger microbial inﬂuence and linked to more labile
nature.[23–25] We have selected molecular data determined
by FTICRMS over the last decade from multiple
environments to validate the MLB, including OM studies
investigating microbial abundance, microbial community,
and respiration rates of speciﬁc microbes. We considered
marine, freshwater, and glacial environments for this
work, to span a range of ecosystems investigated by
FTICRMS.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Samples and sample preparation
To develop and authenticate the MLB, a diverse set of
environmental OM samples was chosen from marine,
estuarine, freshwater, and glacial ecosystem OM data
generated from the same mass spectrometer instrument
between 2005 and 2015 (Table 1). Marine environments
included the New Zealand Subtropical Convergence,
Antarctic Weddell Sea bottom water and sea-ice brine, and
the Gulf of Mexico (USA). Estuarine samples were obtained
from Cape Fear, North Carolina, and from the Apalachicola
River, Florida, at the junction where the river meets the
coastal bay before mixing with the Gulf of Mexico (USA).
The freshwater environment samples span parts of the USA

and New Zealand, including Suwannee River fulvic acid
(International Humic Substance Society; IHSS), northern
Minnesota peatland porewaters of the Glacial Lake Agassiz
Peatlands (GLAP), the Black River, North Carolina, and the
Freshwater River and Doubtful Sound of New Zealand.
Finally, both glacial ecosystem OM samples were collected
from Antarctica: Pony Lake (fulvic acid, IHSS) and the Cotton
Glacier (CG) supraglacial stream. OM was isolated from each
environment and prepared for FTICRMS by solid-phase
extraction (SPE; PPL Varian Mega Bond Elut and Agilent
Technologies), which concentrates OM efﬁciently and
removes inorganic salt matrices. Although sample
preparation methods, such as SPE and freeze drying, can
have a molecular bias and a somewhat selective view of the
total dissolved OM pool, these methods are commonly
applied in organic geosciences to observe molecular

Table 1. Sample information of all organic matter samples analyzed between 2005 and 2015 by 9.4 tesla ESI-FTICRMS at the
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, in Tallahassee, Florida
Environment
Marine

Sample Name

Location

OC Concentration

Reference

50–70 μM

38

Subtropical
Convergence

South Island,
New Zealand

Weddell Sea
Bottom Water

Antarctica

Gulf of Mexico

USA

49 μM

This study,
23,26

Gulf of Mexico
Algal DOM

USA

500 μM

This study
and 23

Marine /
Glacial

Weddell Sea
sea-ice Brine

Antarctica

Estuarine

Cape Fear

North Carolina,
USA

630–651 μM

25

Apalachicola
River

Gulf of Mexico,
USA

615 μM

This study
and 67

Suwannee River

Georgia,
USA
Minnesota,
USA

42 mM

This study
and 18
This study
and 37

Terrestrial
Freshwater

Red Lake II
Peatland
Porewater
Lost River
Peatland Porewater
Black River
Freshwater River
Doubtful Sound
Glacial

Pony Lake
Cotton Glacier
Supraglacial Stream

Minnesota,
USA
North Carolina,
USA
Stewart Island,
New Zealand
South Island,
New Zealand
Antarctica
Antarctica

34,52

34,52

3.10–7.10 mM

This study
930–965 μM

25

200–400 μM

This study
and 55
This study
and 55
18
This study

42 mM
0.017 μM*

Notes
Sampling stations STC01,
STC04, and STC08 in austral
summer and winter
Collected from the ANT
XXII/2 expedition of the
RV/V Polarstern
Bush Hill cold hydrocarbon
seep, deep ocean brine, and
bottom water
Isolated marine algal OM
before and after passage
through sand columns
Collected from the ANT
XXII/2 expedition of the
RV/V Polarstern
Samples collected and split
into before and after 21 h
irradiation
Riverine mature OM sample
that meets the Apalachicola
Bay
IHSS Fulvic Acid and RO
NOM
Fen and bog porewaters
collected at the surface and
at depth
Bog porewaters collected at
the surface and at depth
One sample collected and split
into before and after 21 h
irradiation
Samples collected with
varying salinity gradients
Samples collected with
varying salinity gradients
IHSS Fulvic Acid
Collected in austral summer
and concentrated by reverse
osmosis
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*Note: OC concentration was measured by a total organic carbon analyzer from Shimadzu Scientiﬁc (TOC-V series).
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characterizations of OM by FTICRMS and to estimate
ecosystem relevance. SPE continues to be the most widely
used OM extraction technique with PPL cartridges reported
as the most effective sorbent for OM extraction over a vast
range of environments.[19] PPL SPE cartridges were thus
selected based on their documented ability to extract a wide
range of polar and nonpolar OM constituents from the
environment and for their high extraction efﬁciencies
compared to other SPE sorbents for NOM.[26]
OM extracts were eluted with HPLC grade methanol and
stored in the dark in clean, combusted amber glassware at
or below 4 °C prior to analysis. Sample volume varied
depending on availability, OM concentration, and PPL SPE
cartridge carbon loading instructions (details provided in
Dittmar et al.[26]). All samples listed in Table 1 were prepared
by SPE except for the Minnesota peatland samples collected
at Lost River bog that were freeze-dried and reconstituted
in methanol prior to FTICRMS analysis.
Electrospray ionization (ESI)
Detection of charged gaseous ions by FTICRMS requires an
external ionization method. Singly charged, negative gaseous
ions were produced by a custom-built micro-electrospray
ionization source.[27] A range of experimental parameters
is reported for all OM samples: 50 μm i.d. fused-silica
tube, syringe pump ﬂow rate 0.5–1.0 μL/min, needle
voltage –2500 V or –2700 V, tube lens –325 to –350 V,
and heated metal capillary operated at 7.21–11.5 W.
Positive ESI and atmospheric pressure photoionization
were also considered for these comparisons, but, for the
purpose of this study, were not included due to the more
extensive use of negative ESI-FTICRMS analysis of a broad
range of environmental NOM samples.
9.4 tesla FTICRMS
Data considered for this work were obtained between 2005 and
2015, with a custom-built 9.4 tesla superconducting magnet
FTICR mass spectrometer at the National High Magnetic Field
Laboratory (NHMFL) in Tallahassee, Florida, USA.[28,29]
Excitation ranged from m/z 200–1500 at frequency sweep
50 Hz/μs, and octopole ion guide frequencies were
maintained between 1.5–2.0 MHz. Both ESI and FTICRMS
parameter ranges incorporate ten years of 9.4 tesla
FTICRMS acquisition at the NHMFL, and were selected
based on previously characterized NOM samples and
optimized for each study. For mass spectral generation,
multiple (50–200) time domain acquisitions were co-added,
Hanning apodized, and zero-ﬁlled once before fast Fourier
transformation and magnitude calculation.[30]
Mass spectral calibration and molecular formula
assignment

2388

Both external and internal calibrants were utilized for
FTICRMS NOM characterization over the last ten years. In
the earlier years, external calibrant solutions and NOM samples
were ionized and separately introduced into the mass
spectrometer by dual spray ESI. Mass spectra were then
generated of combined coadditions of NOM and calibrant
solution experiments. Spectra were calibrated from the known
molecular formulae for the calibrant peaks and applied for all
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mass-to-charge ratios. Currently, mass spectra are calibrated
internally with at least two homologous -CH2 series commonly
found in NOM, spanning 200 < m/z < 700; therefore, an
external calibrant solution is not typically necessary.
Homologous series commonly used for NOM calibration were
detected for NOM from vastly different environments by
FTICRMS, ranging from marine to freshwater ecosystems,
including glaciated environments. Both types of calibration
yield assigned elemental compositions with rms mass
measurement error <1 ppm for singly charged negative OM
analyte ion species when assigning molecular formulae. Peak
lists were generated by NHMFL software for molecular
formula assignment, limited to peaks of magnitude greater
than 6× the baseline rms noise – a conservative threshold that
allows for reliable comparison of NOM from different sources.
OM samples for this study were determined to be singly
charged by conﬁrming the naturally occurring 13C-isotopic
FTICRMS peak separation (m/z 1.0034) between ions differing
in elemental composition by 12Cc vs. 12Cc-1-13C1.[31–33]
NOM molecular formula assignment by 9.4 tesla ESIFTICRMS analysis has been previously described in
detail.[18,20,34] Compositional constraints were modeled after
those reported for NOM characterization by FTICRMS and
elemental compositions containing either CcHhOo or
CcHhNnOoSs were considered for this work.[18,20,34] Also,
hydrocarbon molecular assignments without incorporating
O assignment in the NOM molecular backbone were not
considered for this comparative study.
The correct identiﬁcation of OM molecular constituents
containing CcHhNnOoSs is impossible without various
conﬁrmation steps based on mass defects, naturally occurring
isotopic mass spacing patterns (previous example: 12C and
13
C), homologous series, and rms error less than 1 ppm.
Every compound of elemental composition CcHhNnOoSs
exhibits a unique mass defect, deﬁned as the difference
between the exact molecular mass and the nearest integer
("nominal") mass. Therefore, each CcHhNnOoSs OM species
can be unambiguously assigned a correct molecular formula
from its experimentally determined m/z value (singly
charged molecular species have z = 1). Conﬁrmation of
correctly identiﬁed CcHhNnOoSs species within a possible
empirical molecular formula is achieved by identifying
species of the same chemical formula, but with a heavy
atom isotope (2H, 13C, 15N, 18O, 34S) in place of the most
abundant isotope (1H, 12C, 14N, 16O, 32S). Although species
containing phosphorus have been reported in speciﬁc
types of OM samples by nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy,[35,36] phosphorus occurs naturally only as
31
P, so its identiﬁcation in a chemical formula must rely
solely on assignment of other molecular monoisotopic
species.
Inspecting isotopic mass spacing patterns and setting
molecular formula assignment restrictions are necessary to
exclude incorrect molecular formula assignments by FTICRMS;
speciﬁc restrictions for NOM containing CcHhNnOoSs have
been previously outlined.[18,34] For all OM samples, negatively
charged ion masses were converted into neutral masses for
molecular formula assignment and comparison, as in the past
for NOM characterization by FTICRMS at NHMFL.[23,25,37,38]
Also, we deﬁned the molecular backbone of NOM to contain
only CcHhOo and classiﬁed elemental combinations of N and
S to further deﬁne its heterogeneity.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular lability boundary: deﬁnition and examples
Ultrahigh-resolution FTICRMS is the only advanced
analytical technique that is capable of resolving most of the
separable OM molecular components. Thus, this technique
remains unrivaled in its ability to produce an ultrahighresolution molecular dataset encompassing a sizable
analytical window of the OM pool in the environment. Large
OM FTICRMS molecular datasets (>5000 MS peaks) are
effectively visualized from van Krevelen diagrams. The
concept of an FTICRMS molecular lability boundary (MLB)
is based on our current understanding of van Krevelen
diagrams, incorporating chemical information depicted by
various H/C and O/C ratios and the relative boundaries of

each chemical class region (Figs. 1(a)–1(f)).[9,15,17–19] Chemical
class regions from van Krevelen diagrams are used to depict
NOM qualitative characterizations of molecular data that
comprise ultrahigh-resolution FTICR mass spectra,[9] and
the same general classes were used to consistently compare
the NOM quality across all samples. Regions of protein-,
amino sugar-, and lipid-like OM character at higher degrees
of hydrogen saturation have been linked to more bioavailable
fractions of carbon.[18,20–23] The MLB extends the relevance of
ultrahigh-resolution FTICRMS analysis beyond chemical
formula determination, thereby expanding the interpretation
of van Krevelen diagrams toward further prediction of
biogeochemical properties.
Even before van Krevelen diagrams became widely used to
efﬁciently project the thousands of formulae identiﬁed by
FTICRMS onto an easily understood 2-D plot, it had been
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Figure 1. Examples of van Krevelen diagrams depicting chemical class regions and their relative
boundaries generated over a 11-year period from (a) Kim et al.;[9] (b) Mopper et al.;[10] (c) Podgorski
et al.;[17] (d) D’Andrilli et al.;[18] (e) Swedish boreal lake OM where diamond symbols correspond to
molecular formulae containing N in Kellerman et al.;[15] and (f) Lake Superior surface water OM in
Minor et al.[19] *Aromaticity index derived from Koch and Dittmar.[13]
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recognized that labile and recalcitrant NOM differed in their
elemental H/C and O/C ratios. Perdue and Ritchie,[39] for
example, summarized bulk O/C and H/C ratios of humic
acids, fulvic acids, and NOM reported by Shapiro[40] and
determined by traditional combustion techniques. They
pointed out that these largely recalcitrant compounds
exhibited lower H/C and to some extent higher O/C ratios
than their biomass precursors. Perdue and Ritchie explained
these observations in the context of carbon oxidation state,
noting that the major fractions of precursor biomass (lipids,
proteins, sugars, and lignin) exhibited average carbon
oxidation states of less than 1, whereas carbon oxidation
states in humic substances and NOM ranged from +0.25 to
+0.33.
Additional evidence for a link between elemental ratios
and OM lability was presented by Osborne et al.[41] in their
study of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) bioavailability.
Five-day bioassays of riverine water enriched in DON from
agricultural sources indicated that the reactive organic
nitrogen compounds had formulas generally higher in H/C
and lower in O/C than the compounds that were produced,
indicating that more saturated, less oxygenated molecules
were bioavailable. These data also suggested that the
microbes were converting lipid- and protein-like Ncontaining compounds into more oxygenated and less
hydrogenated (more unsaturated) structures that still contain
N and that were largely recalcitrant. That is, microbes
changed the carbon skeleton of the reactive DON fraction,
but without concomitant consumption of N.
The MLB, therefore, is also based on the calculated
hydrogen saturation (H/C) values of OM molecular formulae.
With this dividing threshold, the number of OM constituents
are separated by the MLB at H/C ≥1.5, corresponding to more
labile molecular formulae in more bioavailable chemical class
regions (shaded regions on all subsequent ﬁgures), and H/C
<1.5, representing less labile, more recalcitrant chemical
nature (grouping in more lignin-, tannin-, and condensed
aromatic-like regions of the van Krevelen diagram) over all
O/C ratios. The MLB at H/C = 1.5 is drawn at the bottom of
the chemical class boundaries linked to NOM bioavailability,
which is the boundary condition between aliphatic chemical
species and the group of highly unsaturated and phenolic
compounds from a van Krevelen diagram.[15] Examples of
previously published reference van Krevelen diagrams with
chemical class descriptions are presented in Figs. 1(a)–1(f),
spanning more than a decade of FTICRMS OM chemical
characterization information generated and expanded upon
over time. Figures 1(e) and 1(f) show FTICRMS molecular
data from Swedish boreal lakes containing molecular
formulae with (◊) and without (○) N atoms, with dashed lines
dividing the chemical data into structural groups, and
extracted OM from a Lake Superior surface water,
respectively. Within the last decade, OM characterization has
extended beyond the molecular backbone of CcHhOo to
include heteroatomic molecular species. Here, we report
NOM molecular data containing combinations of CcHhOo
and CcHhNnOoSs, each element conﬁrmed with monoisotopic
mass spectral patterns, to develop the MLB. The MLB extends
our current interpretation of FTICRMS molecular data,
providing a rapid ultrahigh-resolution advanced metric to
assess NOM molecular information and bioavailability
simultaneously. Percentages of labile and recalcitrant
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components can also be calculated for each heteroatom group
(different molecular species containing CcHhNnOoSs when
n = 0, 1, 2 and s = 0 or 1).
The percentage of more labile constituents is determined by
the number of molecular formulae having H/C ≥1.5 over all
O/C (0.0–1.2) divided by the total amount of molecular
formulae in the sample or by the number of formulae in a
heteroatom group (containing molecular constituents beyond
C, H, and O deﬁning heterogeneous lability), multiplied by
100. Classiﬁcation of less labile, more recalcitrant components
from each carbon source is calculated similarly for molecular
formulae below the MLB, corresponding to molecular species
that cluster in more lignin-, tannin-, and black carbon-like
regions of the van Krevelen diagram (H/C <1.5). These
calculations are deﬁned as chemical species richness for more
labile or more recalcitrant contributions (MLBL and MLBR).
As stated previously, the chemical class regions in van
Krevelen diagrams contain a degree of ambiguity and
therefore do not deﬁne exact borders of molecular data.[18]
Even so, this conservative MLB calculation can be used as a
relatively unbiased method to distinguish between more or
less labile NOM by FTICRMS. Expanding beyond richness,
diversity of chemical species was calculated by incorporating
the normalized peak height of each mass spectral peak to
determine the weighted effect of each ionized elemental
composition to the overall distribution in each group (i.e.,
labile: MLBwL or recalcitrant: MLBwR).
Although we deﬁne a zero slope hydrogen saturation MLB
(encompassing the more bioavailable character of carbon in
lipid-, protein-, and amino sugar-like regions), we
acknowledge that the degree of lability can also be a function
of oxygenation. Therefore, gradients can exist within the two
grouped regions of labile and recalcitrant OM nature. Above
the MLB, we submit that molecular lability increases with
decreasing oxygenation and increasing hydrogenation
(highest H/C and lowest O/C ratios) and also decreases with
increasing oxygenation for which molecular constituents are
found to group in the cellulose-like region of the diagram.
Moreover, the most recalcitrant OM exhibit the lowest H/C
ratios and the lowest O/C ratios, in the region commonly
referred to as black carbon-like (i.e., the most condensed
aromatic lignin-like OM). Known to represent OM
constituents that accumulate in the environment over time,
these species are the most challenging OM to process in the
environment.[42]
For each OM sample, FTICRMS molecular data was used
to calculate richness and diversity contributions above and
below the MLB to determine the extent of labile components
across all ecosystems (Table 2). Labile percentages ranged
from zero to 46.5, with OM from the supraglacial CG stream
(Antarctica) as the most labile and OM from Cape Fear
(North Carolina) before and after irradiation and Freshwater
River of Stewart Island (New Zealand) as the most
recalcitrant. All environments contained a higher ratio of
recalcitrant richness. Glacial environments generally contain
more labile OM, followed by marine and freshwater
ecosystems. Glacial environments are hypothesized to be
the most labile among the listed classiﬁcations in Table 1,
due to the predominant microbial inﬂuence on the OM
located in protein- and amino sugar-like regions at higher
H/C ratios. Note that molecular formulae below the MLB
can include OM from both autochthonous and allochthonous
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Table 2. Organic matter samples from various environments ranked from most labile to least labile by applying the
molecular lability boundary to calculate richness (MLBL and MLBR) and mass spectral peak height weighted distribution
percentages (MLBwL and MLBwR) for labile and recalcitrant contributions
Richness
Sample Name
Cotton Glacier Stream
Algal Marine-Derived OM before sand ﬁltration
Weddell Sea sea-ice Brine
Algal Marine-Derived OM mixture after sand ﬁltration
Pony Lake Fulvic Acid
Subtropical Convergence: near coast (summer)
Subtropical Convergence: center (summer)
Subtropical Convergence: near coast (winter)
Gulf of Mexico: Brine Pool
Subtropical Convergence: SubAntarctic Surface Water (summer)
Doubtful Sound (salinity 34.21)
Subtropical Convergence: center (winter)
Subtropical Convergence: SubAntarctic Surface Water (winter)
Doubtful Sound (salinity 10.30)
Weddell Sea Bottom Water
Minnesota Lost River Deep Bog
Gulf of Mexico: Bottom Water
Suwannee River Fulvic Acid
Gulf of Mexico: Bush Hill (hydrocarbon cold seep)
Suwannee River NOM
Black River Irradiated
Freshwater River, Stewart Island (salinity 5.00)
Minnesota Lost River Surface Bog
Freshwater River, Stewart Island (salinity 28.00)
Minnesota Red Lake II Deep Fen
Minnesota Red Lake II Deep Bog
Minnesota Red Lake II Surface Fen
Apalachicola River outlet to bay of Gulf of Mexico
Minnesota Red Lake II Surface Bog
Freshwater River, Stewart Island (salinity 14.00)
Black River before Irradiation
Doubtful Sound (salinity 0.00)
Cape Fear Irradiated
Cape Fear before Irradiation
Freshwater River, Stewart Island (salinity 0.00)
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% MLBL

% MLBR

% MLBwL

% MLBwR

46.5
38.8
28.4
21.8
20.8
17.8
14.6
14.1
13.8
12.9
12.2
10.1
10.1
9.51
8.98
7.93
7.89
7.67
7.14
6.72
5.02
4.90
4.60
4.35
3.33
3.22
2.57
2.31
2.06
2.00
1.94
0.393
0
0
0

53.5
61.2
71.6
78.2
79.2
82.2
85.4
85.9
86.2
87.1
87.8
89.9
89.9
90.5
91.0
92.0
92.1
92.3
92.9
93.3
94.9
95.1
95.4
95.6
96.6
96.8
97.4
97.7
97.9
98.0
98.1
99.6
100
100
100

68.6
27.2
18.2
34.4
17.4
9.79
7.65
8.12
10.4
7.04
5.02
6.09
6.00
4.20
3.71
4.69
3.18
4.06
2.46
2.82
2.36
1.37
2.17
1.43
1.58
1.13
1.87
0.683
0.699
1.94
0.563
0.158
0
0
0

31.4
72.8
81.8
65.6
82.6
90.2
92.3
91.9
89.6
92.9
94.9
93.9
94.0
95.8
96.3
95.3
96.8
95.9
97.5
97.2
97.6
98.6
97.8
98.6
98.4
98.9
98.1
99.3
99.3
98.1
99.4
99.8
100
100
100

contribution of MLBwL molecular species within the MLBL
to the overall CG OM chemical character was greater than
within the MLBR, with the most abundant species
contribution from CHOS1. To easily visualize how the
OM directly compares in labile nature, chemical character,
molecular heterogeneity, and diversity contribution,
composition and lability data for each molecular group
was tabulated (Tables 3–7) and van Krevelen diagrams
were generated (Figs. 2–6) for each unique environment
sampled as a part of this study. Clear differences in labile
nature are observed for OM from various environments,
with varying heterogeneous nature, environmental
features, and gradients of algal processing, salinity,
irradiation, seasonality, and depth. Heterogeneous
character is deﬁned here by the heteroatomic content, that
is, the number of formulae that contain N and S in
addition to C, H, and O. Data in Tables 3–7 suggest that
these heteroatomic N- and S-containing molecular species
contribute considerably to the labile character of OM from
each environment.
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sources, and thus should not be exclusively linked to higher
plant or lignin inputs. Pony Lake fulvic acid provides a good
example of microbially derived OM with higher and lower
degrees of hydrogen saturation.[18]
The MLBwL calculation also produced the same overall
trend observed for richness in which CG stream OM was
ranked as the most labile environment (68.6%) and both Cape
Fear OM samples and the Freshwater River (0.00 salinity)
were ranked as the most recalcitrant (0%; Table 2). Here the
distributions of MLBw provide a measure of how the
differences in elemental composition peak abundance, within
the labile and recalcitrant groups, further deﬁne its character
in the environment.
Even though CG OM was ranked as the most labile sample,
it is still considered to have more overall recalcitrant nature
(53.5%). However, applying the MLBw to the FTICRMS data
reveals the opposite relationship for CG OM: a greater
percentage of labile (68.6%) to recalcitrant (31.4%)
constituents and was the only environment dominated by
labile OM species considering all 35 samples. Thus, the

Diversity Distribution
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Table 3. Gulf of Mexico organic matter (OM) molecular species and labile nature contributions before (algal marine-derived
OM and mature riverine OM) and after (mixture of algal and riverine OM) natural sand ﬁltration in coastal sediments
Algal MarineDerived OM

Mixture of Algal
and Riverine OM

Mature Apalachicola
Riverine OM

Molecular
species

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

MLBR
(%)

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

MLBR
(%)

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

MLBR
(%)

CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
CHON1S1
CHON2
CHON2S1
Overall

33.4
27.7
11.4
16.1
2.80
8.56

55.1
40.9
46.5
12.5
8.91
17.2
38.8

44.9
59.1
53.5
87.5
91.1
82.8
61.2

63.2
12.0
15.4
0
9.37
0

26.1
33.3
5.44
0
4.72
0
21.8

73.9
66.7
94.6
0
95.3
0
78.2

70.9
16.2
10.7
0
2.15
0

2.03
5.41
0
0
0
0
2.31

98.0
94.6
100
0
100
0
97.7

Table 4. Gulf of Mexico bottom water feature (brine ﬂuid seep, a hydrocarbon and oil seep [Bush Hill], and bottom water
sample without any seep inﬂuence), and Antarctic Weddell Sea feature (sea-ice brine and bottom water) organic matter
percent composition and lability
Brine Pool

Molecular Species
CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
CHON1S1
CHON2
CHON2S1
Overall

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

Bottom Water
MLBR
(%)

36.8
22.3
23.8
7.85
9.29
0

14.0
86.0
31.6
68.4
4.88
95.1
5.06
94.0
0
100
0
0
13.8
86.2
Weddell Sea Sea-ice Brine

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

Bush Hill
MLBR
(%)

49.3
15.3
19.5
2.90
12.3
0.762

9.35
90.6
20.0
80.0
0.587
99.4
3.95
96.1
0
100
0
100
7.89
92.1
Weddell Sea Bottom Water

Molecular
Species

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

MLBR
(%)

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

MLBR
(%)

CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
CHON1S1
CHON2
CHON2S1
CHON3
Overall

42.7
27.0
15.1
6.16
8.43
0.595
0

22.9
54.6
8.92
40.1
0
0
0
28.4

77.0
45.4
91.1
60.2
100
100
0
71.6

45.3
18.1
18.8
4.91
11.2
1.22
0.337

9.46
23.3
0.630
6.37
0
0
0
8.94

90.5
76.7
99.4
93.6
100
100
100
91.0

Natural OM processing in the Gulf of Mexico coastal sands
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FTICRMS molecular formulae were determined for OM in a
series of degradation experiments through coastal permeable
shelf sediments to reveal the fate of Apalachicola River OM as
it enters the Apalachicola Bay before reaching the Gulf of
Mexico.[23] Three samples from that study were analyzed
here: Apalachicola River OM (collected at the outlet of the
Apalachicola River where it meets the Apalachicola Bay), an
algal marine-derived OM sample (diatom lysate: Thalassiosira
sp.), and a mixture of Apalachicola River and algal marinederived OM after heterotrophic processing in a laboratoryengineered sand column.[23] The algal marine-derived OM
and the mixture samples both contained a higher percentage
of more labile constituents reﬂecting more hydrogen-saturated

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/rcm

Composition
(%)

MLBL
(%)

MLBR
(%)

50.5
13.7
20.5
1.92
13.4
0

9.31
17.1
0.209
0
0.319
0
7.14

90.7
82.9
99.8
100
99.7
0
92.9

species relative to other OM environments (Table 2),
predicted for microbially derived OM (38.8% and 21.8% MLBL).
However, the MLBwL values were reversed, with the
greatest contribution of molecular species in the labile region
for the OM mixture after column exposure (CHO molecular
species as the greatest contributor within the group).
The percent composition of molecular species and percent
MLBL for the algal marine-derived OM and mixture samples
(after column exposure) were very different, capturing the
heterogeneous molecular species shifts in this coastal sand
OM mineralization experiment (Table 3). Apalachicola River
OM was the least heterogeneous and the most recalcitrant
of these three samples (70.9% CHO and 97.7% MLBR),
comprised of mostly lignin- and tannin-like material,[23] as
expected for a mature freshwater OM environment.
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Figure 2. van Krevelen diagrams for organic matter (OM) isolated from (a) the Apalachicola River;
(b) marine algae before passage through a laboratory engineered sand column; (c) the mixture of
algal marine-derived and Apalachicola River OM after passage through the sand column; and (d)
Gulf of Mexico brine ﬂuid seep, hydrocarbon and oil seep (Bush Hill), and bottom water.
Heterogeneous molecular species above and below the MLB
are shown in van Krevelen diagrams (Figs. 2(a)–2(c)). Overall,
hydrogen saturation decreased and oxygenation increased
after microbial processing of the OM in the column. The most
noticeable shifts in oxygenation occurred for every
heteroatom-containing molecular species, with the exception
of CHON1S1 and CHON2S1, which did not appear after
column exposure. After sand ﬁltration in the column, the
OM character in Fig. 2(c) shows distinct similarities to the
Apalachicola River OM (Fig. 2(a)), yet still exhibits more
species above the MLB at higher hydrogen saturation
and thus is more labile comparatively. The higher MLBwL
values for the OM mixture after column exposure may
be attributed to a greater percentage of CHO-containing
species (28.9%) produced from the natural microbial
processing occurring within the column compared to the
same molecular species of algal marine-derived OM before
column exposure (13.3%). These CHO components
detected after column exposure clearly fall within the
lipid-, protein-, and amino sugar-like regions of the van
Krevelen diagram.
Gulf of Mexico benthic OM characterization
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The Gulf of Mexico is a unique ecosystem, with bottom waters
inﬂuenced by oil, gas, and brine ﬂuid seeps.[43–45] Three
separate Gulf of Mexico sample sites were selected to capture
different bottom water environments for various biological
and chemical studies: brine pool (brine ﬂuid seep), Bush Hill

(oil and methane seep), and a bottom water control sample.[26,46]
Brine pool OM contained the most heterogeneous molecular
composition and also the most labile nature (Table 4). The Gulf
of Mexico brine pool is characterized by a pocket of symbiotic
bacteria and mussels;[47] therefore, a higher degree of labile
nature due to microbial metabolism was expected. Note
that Bush Hill OM had the least labile nature, containing
the least hydrogen saturation and most carbon unsaturated
species of all of the Gulf of Mexico samples (MLBL: 7.14%),
which was unexpected in view of the existing hydrocarbon
seep and bacterial contributions.[46,48,49] Sulﬁde-oxidizing
bacteria at Bush Hill produce sulfoxide OM[46] resulting in
a localized environment containing the highest contribution
of heteroatomic species (MLBL of CHOS1: 17.1%) to its
overall OM labile nature.
Similarities and differences in the Gulf of Mexico OM
chemical character of each sample are illustrated in Fig. 2(d).
Bush Hill and bottom water shared very similar OM
character centered at H/C: 1.0–1.25 and O/C: 0.5, in the
lignin-like region of the van Krevelen diagram. Both samples
varied more in the degree of oxygenation than hydrogen
saturation. Brine pool OM extended to higher H/C ratios
for MLBL, having the most labile character, but also has
molecular species at the lowest H/C ratios, characteristic of
more condensed aromatic nature. Varying the most in
chemical character, the brine pool environment produced
many different types of OM, which we attribute to the diverse
group of symbiotic organisms that depend on and beneﬁt
from the brine ﬂuid seep.[47]
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Table 5. North Carolina freshwater and estuarine percent composition and lability for organic matter before and after
irradiation exposure
Black River before irradiation
Molecular species

MLBL (%)

MLBR (%)

63.6
16
16
0.057
4.3

CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
CHON1S1
CHON2
Overall
Molecular species
CHO
Overall

Composition (%)

Black River after irradiation
Composition (%)

1.48
98.5
6.22
93.8
0
100
0
100
0
100
1.94
98.1
Cape Fear before irradiation

70.1
11.8
18.1
0
0

MLBL (%)

Composition (%)

Composition (%)
100

0
0

MLBR (%)
100
100

MLBL (%)

MLBR (%)

5.58
9.09
0.181
0
0
5.02
Cape Fear after irradiation

100

MLBL (%)
0
0

94.4
90.9
99.8
0
0
94.9

MLBR (%)
100
100

Figure 3. van Krevelen diagrams for organic matter isolated from freshwater and estuarine sources at
(a) Freshwater River (New Zealand), ranging from 0.00 to 28.00 in salinity; (b) Doubtful Sound (New
Zealand), ranging from 0.00 to 34.21 in salinity; (c) Black River (North Carolina, USA), before and
after irradiation; and (d) Cape Fear (North Carolina, USA), before and after irradiation.
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To extend these observations further, OM molecular
formulae and chemical character of the Gulf of Mexico Brine
pool and bottom water samples were compared to the
Weddell Sea samples (sea-ice brine and bottom water).
Increasing and decreasing trends in MLBL percentages for
each OM molecular species were similarly observed for
the Gulf of Mexico brine pool and the Weddell Sea seaice brine sample. Even so, Weddell Sea sea-ice brine OM
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was considerably more labile (28.4%) than the Gulf of
Mexico OM brine sample (13.8%) possibly due to the
relatively isolated sea-ice environment in which OM is
produced.[34,50]
Weddell Sea bottom water is a unique body of water that
contributes to the formation of Antarctic Bottom Water
(AABW) before circulating around the world. FTICRMS
studies have shown that bottom water or "deep sea" OM is
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Table 6. Subtropical Convergence (New Zealand) organic matter percent composition and lability for austral summer
(January) and winter (August) seasons collected near the coast (STC01), from the center of the convergence (STC04), and in
the SubAntarctic surface water (STC08)
STC01 Summer
Molecular species

65.2
33.5
1.18
0.138

CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
CHON2
Overall
Molecular species

Molecular species

MLBL (%)

18.2
17.8
0
0
17.8
STC04 Summer

Composition (%)
61.2
35.6
3.19

CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
Overall

CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
Overall

Composition (%)

MLBL (%)

15.7
13.9
0
14.6
STC08 Summer

STC01 Winter
MLBR (%)

Composition (%)

81.8
82.2
100
100
82.2

88.1
10.4
1.50
0

MLBR (%)

Composition (%)

84.3
86.2
100
85.4

93.5
4.82
1.71

MLBL (%)

11.2
41.1
0
0
14.1
STC04 Winter
MLBL (%)

9.15
32.3
0
10.1
STC08 Winter

MLBR (%)
88.8
58.9
100
0
85.9
MLBR (%)
90.8
67.7
100
89.9

Composition (%)

MLBL (%)

MLBR (%)

Composition (%)

MLBL (%)

MLBR (%)

63.3
33.6
3.02

14.0
12.0
0
12.9

86.0
88.0
100
87.1

89.4
6.48
4.08

8.98
32.6
0
10.1

91.0
67.4
100
89.9

more recalcitrant in nature, sharing similar chemical character
to terrigenous and lignin-like material,[34,51,52] potentially
lingering over millennia.[53,54] The Gulf of Mexico and
Weddell Sea bottom water samples were predominantly
recalcitrant (MLBR: 92.1% and 91.0%) and displayed strikingly
similar chemical composition percentages for all molecular
species (Table 4), which may be attributed to the production
and/or accumulation of similarly recalcitrant material in
both locations inﬂuenced by vastly different environmental
contributors and the ocean circulation of it globally. Bottom
water van Krevelen diagrams for NOM samples from the Gulf
of Mexico (Fig. 2(d)) and the Weddell Sea[34] contain molecular
data clustered within the same region (H/C: 0.75–1.63
and O/C: 0.2–0.8) describing more recalcitrant, lignin-like
material. Based on our understanding of ocean current
circulation and the AABW, it is reasonable to speculate that
a connection exists between the bodies of water, as the
Weddell Sea constituents contributes to the character of the
AABW which eventually circulates to the Gulf of Mexico.
Therefore, it is possible that predominantly recalcitrant OM,
no longer bioavailable to microbes, is globally circulated in
deep ocean body waters (>700 m).[52,54] We submit that data
generated by FTICRMS with the application of the MLB can
provide another metric to measure unique biomolecular
tracers worldwide.
Effect of salinity gradients on OM from New Zealand
freshwater rivers
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Salinity-dependent molecular composition changes in
freshwater OM from the Freshwater River on Stewart Island
and Doubtful Sound on South Island, New Zealand, were
investigated by Gonsior.[55] The Freshwater River OM

exhibited greater molecular compositional changes over
varying salinities when compared to the Doubtful Sound
OM: more aromatic molecular formulae were identiﬁed at
higher salinities and lignin or lignin-like components
remained relatively unchanged.[55] The effect of salinity on
OM molecular formulae from the same two aquatic
ecosystems for CHO-containing components is presented in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Both aquatic ecosystems display molecular
data centered within the lignin-like region of the van Krevelen
diagrams. Freshwater River OM at higher salinities exhibited
either similar or lower degrees of oxygenation over a range of
hydrogen saturation (H/C: 0.313–1.6), whereas Doubtful
Sound OM exhibited more constituents at higher hydrogen
saturation values over a range of O/C ratios (Fig. 3(b)). At zero
salinity, both New Zealand freshwater ecosystems exhibited
the highest MLBR (99.6% for Doubtful Sound and 100% for
Freshwater River) OM character when compared to all other
ecosystems in this study.
The Doubtful Sound contains very high, nearly exclusive
terrestrial chromophoric OM character conﬁrmed ﬁrst by
ﬂuorescence spectroscopy.[56] The southwestern slope of the
South Island of New Zealand and the northeastern slope of
Stewart Island accrue an estimated 400–500 tons of carbon
vegetation per hectare with considerable carbon storage
values.[57] The lignin-like OM character and recalcitrant
nature in both ecosystems could be a result of the higher
annual rainfall percentages (>7 m year–1 at Doubtful Sound)
and the fjord slope mass-wasting soil and vegetation events
that deliver terrestrial OM to the soils and surrounding
waters.[58] Smith and Bianchi[58] reported δ13C values for the
Doubtful Sound that extend to –28.7‰, characteristic of a
more terrestrial, recalcitrant signature, consistent with the
FTICRMS results.

J. D’Andrilli et al.
at a salinity of 14.00 was ranked as having the largest labile
contribution to the overall OM nature followed by salinities
measured at 28.00, 5.00, and zero. Although many variables
can affect OM character in these environments, overall, labile
nature generally increases with salinity for OM from the
Freshwater River and Doubtful Sound.
North Carolina freshwater and estuary-irradiated OM

Figure 4. van Krevelen diagrams of Subtropical Convergence
(STC) marine organic matter collected in austral summer and
winter seasons for (a) coastal waters (STC01) New Zealand;
(b) the center of the convergence (STC04); and (c)
SubAntarctic surface water (STC08).
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The Freshwater River OM shows ﬂuctuating labile character
as salinity initially increased, a feature not observed for
Doubtful Sound OM; increasing salinity also coincides with
increasing labile nature. No differences were observed in that
trend for Doubtful Sound OM when considering MLBwL and
MLBwR; however, the Freshwater River weighted distributions
produced a tighter range of overall labile contributions
(MLBwL: 0–1.94% compared to MLBwL: 0–4.90%). Within the
MLBwL ranges, considering only CHO molecular species, OM
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Solar irradiation effects on OM molecular composition vary
with source material and environmental contributions.[25] To
capture the qualitative molecular shifts in sunlight-induced,
photo-reactive changes in OM from different environments,
Black River and adjoining Cape Fear estuary samples were
collected, exposed for 21 h to a 1000 W Spectral Energy solar
simulator, and analyzed by FTICRMS.[25] As an extension of
the reported data from that experiment, Table 5 and Figs. 3
(c) and 3(d) include the CcHhNnOoSs and CcHhOo assignment
results with MLB fractions for Black River and Cape Fear
estuary OM determined by FTICRMS. An increase in Black
River OM molecular constituents containing CHO and
CHON1, and a decrease in CHOS1, CHON1S1, and CHON2,
were observed after irradiation exposure. Black River OM
contained a relatively low percentage of molecular
constituents for MLBL before and after irradiation (1.94%
and 5.02%), whereas Cape Fear OM contained no MLBL.
Moreover, the MLBL percentages increased for CHO, CHOS1,
and CHON1, indicating that irradiation may be responsible
for the OM transformation to more labile constituents at
higher hydrogen saturation values. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show
chemical character overlap for each irradiation comparison,
and display the increase in labile nature toward or above
the MLB after irradiation. A decrease in oxygenation after
irradiation was observed for Black River OM, but not for
Cape Fear OM. Cape Fear estuary OM contained only
CHO molecular species for MLBR; however, the irradiated
OM contained molecular formulae that extend to higher
H/C ratios showing an increase in hydrogen saturation
after irradiation (Fig. 3(d)). Taken together, photochemical
changes target unsaturated, aromatic, and less oxygenated
OM molecular constituents, similar to the results reported
in Kujawinski et al.,[24] and, although the two
environments are very different, a consistent increase in
hydrogen saturation in MLBL or near the MLB was
observed after irradiation.
Bioavailability of OM in the Cape Fear River was assessed
by weekly experiments of incubated river samples in the dark
to monitor organic carbon concentration loss over time.[59]
Avery et al.[59] reported that the fraction of bioavailable
OM (consumed organic constituents) was relatively small
(9.0 ± 4.5%), indicating that the Cape Fear River contains
mostly recalcitrant OM, not available for biological
consumption, and that all bioavailable values calculated for
this system fell within the ranges reported for other river
studies (1–30%).[59] Furthermore, the Cape Fear River
system has been previously characterized as containing
extremely high humic content apparent in concentration
(~50 mg L–1)[60] and ﬂuorescent nature.[25] These results
corroborate the FTICRMS ﬁndings with the application of
the MLB, with low bioavailable carbon constituents
detected, highlighting similar results in bioavailability
without longer term biological incubations.
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Table 7. Northern Minnesota Red Lake II peatland fen and bog porewater organic matter percent composition and lability
for samples collected at the surface and at depth
Bog Deep 250 cm
Molecular species

92.5
0.351
7.09
0.103

CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
CHON2
Overall
Molecular species
CHO
CHOS1
CHON1
CHON2
CHON3
Overall

Composition (%)

MLBL (%)

3.37
29.4
0
0
3.22
Fen Deep 250 cm

Bog Surface 17 cm
MLBR (%)

Composition (%)

96.6
70.6
100
100
96.8

91.2
0.889
7.86
0.036

MLBL (%)

2.07
20.0
0
0
2.06
Fen Surface 20 cm

MLBR (%)
97.9
80.0
100
100
97.9

Composition (%)

MLBL (%)

MLBR (%)

Composition (%)

MLBL (%)

MLBR (%)

63.9
3.24
20.9
7.90
4.11

4.97
0.361
0
0
0
3.18

95.0
99.6
100
100
0
96.8

80.1
0.175
14.6
4.07
0.986

3.03
62.5
0
0
0
2.54

96.9
37.5
100
100
0
97.4

Figure 5. Northern Minnesota Red Lake II peatland porewater organic matter van Krevelen diagrams
of (a) surface bog (17 cm); (b) deep bog (250 cm); (c) surface fen (20 cm); and (d) deep fen (250 cm).
Marine OM seasonality shifts from New Zealand ocean
waters
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The molecular characterization of marine OM considering
CcHhNnOoSs molecular formula assignments by FTICRMS
was determined for six samples of the Subtropical
Convergence (STC) east of South Island, New Zealand, by
Gonsior and co-workers.[38] Six samples were collected in
total, including three different regions of the STC for austral

summer and winter seasons: near coast, central STC, and
SubAntarctic surface water (STC01, STC04, and STC08).[38]
The percentage of MLBL for all STC marine samples fell
between 10.1 and 17.8, with more hydrogen-saturated species
and thus labile character than freshwater OM, and more
recalcitrant character than microbially derived marine and
glacial environments. Summer season OM for each marine
STC location was determined to have more S-containing
molecular species relative to austral winter, which may reﬂect
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The Red Lake II fen is unique compared to other GLAP fens
due to its similar Sphagnum-woody bog character, also found
at Red Lake II bog.[62,63] This fen was produced by the
pooling of mineral-rich water adjacent to the raised bog at
Red Lake II,[63] creating a poor fen environment. Similar
characteristics for bog and fen samples are highlighted for
CcHhOo molecular species denoted with (♦) symbols in
Figs. 5(a)–5(d). Although the fen and bog samples exhibited
relatively low labile nature (MLBL: 2.06–3.33%) relative to
the other environmental NOM samples, they both exhibited
more labile richness at the deeper strata, with the surface
bog OM having the most recalcitrant nature.

Figure 6. van Krevelen diagram of CHO-containing organic
matter from northern Minnesota Lost River surface and
deep bog porewaters (20 cm and 250 cm).
seasonal heightened biological activity.[38] A higher
percentage of MLBwL was also reported for the CHOS1
molecular species contribution for all STC samples in the
summer season. A general increase in CHO-containing OM
constituents and decrease in heterogeneous constituents is
observed in OM composition for the transition from austral
summer to winter seasons (Table 6). Applying the MLBL
reveals that STC OM contained more labile S-containing
richness in the austral winter season, though the percent
composition of CHOS1 contributions to the overall marine
OM composition is higher for austral summer.
Each summer OM sample extends to higher H/C, above the
MLB in the protein-like region, ranging from O/C ratios of
0.2–0.6 for CcHhNnOoSs-containing molecular species collected
across the STC (Figs. 4(a)–4(c)). Each van Krevelen diagram
shows that most of the molecular data range from H/C
1.0–1.7 and O/C 0.2–0.6, grouped in two distinct clusters: the
lower H/C cluster corresponds to CHOS1-containing
molecular species. Molecular formulae containing S at higher
H/C ratios were suggested to arise from marine biogenic
sulfolipids, known for the production of labile organic
constituents.[38,61] Satellite imaging near the sample collection
dates detected algal blooms throughout the STC transect for
both seasons and revealed heightened algal activity in the
summer;[38] therefore, more OM molecular species above the
MLB was expected for the summer, especially near the coast.
This trend is apparent in both Figs. 4(a)–4(c) and Table 6: more
labile S-containing species are detected in the summer and can
be organized across the oceanic transect by labile nature:
STC01 > STC04 > STC08. Overall OM lability decreases with
increasing distance from the terrestrial coastline for the
summer; however it is less pronounced in the winter.

Peatland landforms, such as bogs and fens, are classiﬁed
based on a variety of environmental factors including: land
formation, water chemistry, vegetation, and hydrology,[64,65]
all of which in turn affect the OM production, consumption,
and accumulation, at each depth within the peat proﬁle,
and thus its molecular composition. OM heterogeneous
species above and below the MLB for Red Lake II bog and
fen are shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(d). All samples show most
OM molecular species in MLBR, displaying similarly
recalcitrant chemical nature. Only CHO and CHOS1 groups
extend into the more labile region of the diagram at higher
H/C ratios for each bog and fen OM sample, possibly a result
of the changing environmental conditions and microbial
communities within different strata.
The goal of the Red Lake II peatland OM project was to
chemically characterize the OM in fens and bogs at varying
depths by FTICRMS.[37,62] However, not all fens and bogs
exhibit identical chemical character. Therefore, another
peatland system (Lost River; LR) was also selected to
compare differences in bog-like OM character at various
depths with the Red Lake II system (Fig. 6). For the LR bog,
the degree of oxygenation and hydrogen saturation is lower
for the deeper samples, and the surface sample contains
molecular formulae over a broad range of O/C ratios.
Comparatively, the LR bog sample at depth shares the same
oxygenation trend with the Red Lake II peatland fen.
The general trend in more labile OM for the Red Lake II
bog and fen samples at depth was also observed for the LR
bog OM. It should be noted that all of the Red Lake II system
fen and bog samples grouped together in MLBL (2.06–3.33%),
whereas the LR bog samples had a more extended distribution
(4.60–7.93%). As more labile molecular species relate directly to
more microbial inﬂuence, and the environments are
characterized by different OM, we speculate that the variations
in labile character in each peatland landform originate from
different microbial communities in the GLAP.[66] Thus, the LR
bog at deeper strata may house a more favorable environment
for carbon turnover by microbes, incorporating OM
consumption, transformation, and production, altogether
resulting in the highest MLBL richness value (7.93%) of all the
peatland samples.

Northern Minnesota peatland porewater OM
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The qualitative differences in chemical character for CcHhOocontaining molecular species for GLAP bogs and fens in the
Red Lake II system of Northern Minnesota determined by
FTICRMS were reported by D’Andrilli and co-workers.[62]
The heterogeneous character of CcHhNnOoSs species for bog
and fen surface and deep samples (Table 7) was also
considered, but not entirely reported earlier by D’Andrilli.[37]
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CONCLUSIONS
FTICRMS data are extremely useful for the molecular
analysis of NOM character, source material, and evolution.
The van Krevelen diagram remains the most effective visual
method to deﬁne NOM composition as a function of different
chemical classes and operative reaction pathways. The MLB
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extends the van Krevelen analysis to include NOM lability. In
this study, 35 samples, spanning molecular composition
analysis for the same FTICRMS instrument over the course
of a decade, were compared in terms of NOM chemical
composition and lability. The MLB is a dividing threshold
that differentiates NOM data into more and less labile
molecular groups based on its degree of hydrogen saturation
and chemical character. For the MLB application to FTICRMS
data, an estimation of NOM ecosystem lability is possible
from a single mass spectrum when other biological data are
not available.
The MLB molecular richness and MLBw diversity
calculations generally ranked the ecosystem NOM from most
to least labile as glacial > marine > freshwater. Notably, the
ecosystems that represent the most purely autochthonous,
microbially derived OM, hypothesized to be the most labile
OM source, all were reported to have the highest
contributions of more hydrogen-saturated species and labile
material distinguished by the MLB and MLBw. Also, none of
those environments have MLB-based labile percentages of
100%, reinforcing the notion that autochthonous OM can also
contain other types of chemical character that group in less
labile regions of the van Krevelen diagram. With the MLB
and MLBw, it is possible to distinguish more and less labile
OM and their contributions to the overall ecosystem from
different environments. That capability is especially important
because environments are inﬂuenced differently by
allochthonous and/or autochthonous contributions, including
microbial processes. Even when considering ecosystem
complexity, the MLB information can provide insight about
physical, chemical, and biological processes affecting OM
across a diverse array of ecosystems from around the world.
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